
maintaining and monitoring that information (VSTM and
MOT), and in selecting an appropriate response for it
(PRP), as if these tapped into strictly independent stages
of information processing. Indeed, perceptual and
response limitations have traditionally been viewed as
such [55]. However, this view has been challenged by
findings that the AB and PRP partly share a common
capacity-limited stage of information processing
[8,14,77,78]. In hybrid AB–PRP experimental designs,
the AB is increased when response to Task 1 is speeded
[13,14], and a PRP to Task 2 can be elicited simply by
making a perceptual decision to Task 1 [14,77]. What
might be the bottleneck of information processing com-
monly tapped by both the AB and PRP paradigms? One
possibility is that both target consolidation and response
selection compete for short-term memory processing
[62,77]: explicit target detection involves short-term
memory consolidation [3,8], and response selection may
require retrieval of stimulus–response associations from
short-term memory [62]. Alternatively, target consolida-
tion and response selection might competitively interact.
Although the latency of the P300 to the Task 2 target is not
affected by Task1–Task2 SOA in a PRP paradigm, its
amplitude is diminished [67,79], raising the possibility

that Task 1 response selection suppresses stimulus
consolidation in working memory for Task 2.

Although it is likely that the AB and PRP tap into a
common capacity-limited stage of information processing,
it remains to be seen whether that stage corresponds to
the central, amodal bottleneck believed to be at the heart
of the PRP. For one, it is unclear whether the second stage
of the two-stage AB model corresponds to the central
bottleneck of information processing revealed by the PRP
[10]. Second, crossmodal conditions that yield large PRP
costs do not necessarily produce AB deficits [10–12],
raising the possibility that the AB and PRP deficits are
dissociable. Furthermore, the AB and the PRP are
associated with largely distinct electrophysiological
measures. The AB affects the P300 [9,79] whereas the
PRP affects the lateralized readiness potential (LRP), an
ERP signature of motor preparation, but leaves P300
onset intact [67,79]. These and other findings have led to
the conclusion that there are at least two major sources of
dual-task costs: a processing resource that is common to
both the AB and PRP, and a modality-specific capacity-
limited process unique to the AB [10,14,78].

Finally, although the AB and PRP show processing
convergence, there is little evidence for such convergence
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Figure 4. Localizing the sites of processing bottlenecks in human cerebral cortex. Activation foci in fMRI studies of the PRP,MOT, VSTM, and AB on lateral views of an inflated
brain. Also included are the approximated extents of a lesion and an MEG study of the AB (light- and dark-green shaded regions, respectively). Several foci from AB and PRP
studies cluster in lateral frontal cortex (black ellipse). By contrast, the postero-lateral parietal cortex is primarily dotted with perceptual activations (AB,MOT, VSTM), whereas
a dorsal premotor cortex area (white ellipse) includes PRP and load studies, but no AB. Red-, white-, and gold-colored circles refer to PRP, VSTM/MOT, and AB fMRI studies
respectively, with each study source and fMRI contrast of interest listed in the key below. Localization of the activated foci was primarily based on Talairach coordinates. The
VSTM studies only include those that examined capacity limits of VSTM storage for non-linguistic visual material. Scattered activation foci in lateral temporal and anterior
cingulate cortex are not shown. As a comparison, we also show the activation focus (blue circle, 16) for subitizing, the capacity-limited process of object enumeration thought
to be ‘pre-attentive’ [90].
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